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A study has been made of the problem of  the concentration of  solid part icles suspended in a viscous fluid 
flow under conditions of unsteady motion of  the part icles.  An account is given of  the results of an exper i -  
menta l  determinat ion of the concentration. It is shown that the unsteady dust concentration in a h igh-  
speed dust suspension flow may  exceed the ca lcula ted  vatue for steady motion by 10-20 t imes.  

The concentration of solid or liquid dispersed mate r i a l  in the heterogeneous systems used in various kinds of  heat  
and mass transfer processes must be considered one of  their most important  parameters.  This is par t icular ly  true of such 
processes as the burning and gasif icat ion of pulverized fuel, since i t  has been shown [1, 2] that, in view of  the strict re-  
lation between the mass flow rates of air and fuel, crushing the la t ter  does not in pract ice  lead to much intensif icat ion 
of the two processes mentioned,  because the concentration of the dust suspension is low. 

Some recent experiments on burning and gasification,  especia l ly  the data of [3-5], indica te  that burning rates in 
a dust suspension flow may great ly exceed the values previously obtained under conditions of  steady burning. 

An explanation of these results must evidently be sought in the fact that  burning and gasif icat ion of  pulverized m a -  
ter ia l  in the flow took p lace  in the stage of  aerodynamica l ly  unsteady par t ic le  motion,  when a great difference is possi- 
b le  between the veloci t ies  of  motion of  the part icles and the gas. Consequently, there may also be a large difference in 

par t ic le  concentration,  in comparison with the values usually determined as the ratio of solid to gas flow. 

This was the basis for the present study of the concentration of  pulverized mate r ia l  entrained by viscous flow. Non- 
equil ibrium states of  par t ic le  motion are of part icular  interest.  We examine one possible problem of this kind, namely,  
that relat ing to the conditions of tests [5] on the burning of a dust suspension. 

Apparatus was buil t  to examine  the concentration of  dust along the flow under the aerodynamic conditions of  the 

above experiments.  Because of the complexi ty  of an exper imenta l  solution of  the problem in a burning flow, observa- 

tions were made  on nonburning and cold flows, while mainta in ing the same Re number range for the part icles used. 

The method employed to determine  the ac tual  dust concentration was to rapidly isolate  a cer tain volume of the 
tube in which the dust suspension was flowing. This was done by means of a pair of automat ic  shutters 2 mm thick [6]. 

Of course, the values of the concentration determined by simply weighing the dust in the isolated section of the tube 

were averages for the volume concerned. 

The exper imenta l  apparatus consisted of  a ver t ica l  sec t ional ized tube i5 m m  in diameter  and 100 cm long. Start- 
ing from the  top, the tube could be divided into a total  of  12 sections, each 50 mm in length. The pulverized ma te r i a l  

was fed into the tube by a horizontal  screw conveyor, as in [5]. The air flowed downwards through the tube and was sup- 
plied through a mixer  from a laboratory blower. A given section of the tube, ca l led  the ~working section," could be 
rapidly shut off by the above-ment ioned  special  system of shutters, one at each end. These shutters were actuated by a 
special  common spring and the operating t ime  was controlled by the tension; in pract ice,  this t ime  was 0.0047 sec, as 

determined by the method of  i l luminat ing  a moving fi lm, allowing for flash lag [6]. The re la t ive  closing t ime,  of  
course, depended on the flow veloci ty  and amounted to 10-15% of the mean residence t ime  of the part icles in the tube. 
The working section could be  set up in any part of  the tube over a length of 0.6 m, and therefore a comple te  picture of 
the distribution of dust concentrat ion along the tube could be obtained, beginning from the point of its introduction into 

the flow. 

The measurements were made  in the following successive stages, First the shutters were adjusted; then the supplies 
of  air and pulverized mate r i a l  were switched on. When s teady-s ta te  conditions were at tained,  the shutters were operated 

by a special  tribber mechanism, and the amount of  mater ia l  in the isolated volume was determined.  

The pulverized mate r i a l  was shredded-peat  coke, and, as in [5], the mean par t ic le  size was 125 and 200 ~t. In the 

course of the course of  the tests, the flow veloc i ty  w 0 was varied over the range 15-40 m/sec ,  and the loading ratio or 
"reference concentration" c~ over the range 0 .25 -0 .5  k g / m  3. The unknown value  of the concentrat ion c s was determined 
as the ar i thmet ic  mean of 8-5 separate determinat ions of the amount of  ma te r i a l  col lec t ion  in the isolated section. 

The results obtained are i l lustrated graphical ly  in Fig. 1, which shows the dependence of the re la t ive  concentra-  

tion Cs/C ~ on the distance along the tube. The data show that the values of  the actual  dust concentrat ion at the begin-  

ning of  the tube are 17-28 t imes greater than the so-ca l led  "reference concentrations" corresponding to the case of  zero 

par t ic le  slip re la t ive  to the gas flow. It is also clear  that in pract ice  the reg ime Cs/C g ~ 1 could not be approached under 
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the conditions of  the tests, and that this ratio was st i l l  3-5 at the end of  the investigated section of the tube. Thus, i t  
turns out that in this case the motion of  the part icles is essentially unsteady. This has great pract ical  importance,  pri-  
mar i ly  from the point of  view of intensifying mass transfer processes in a flow of  pulverized mater ia l .  

The basic re la t ion for the par t ic le  concentration in a gas flow may be obtained from elementary  considerations, i f  
i t  is assumed that there is no transverse veloci ty  distribution either for the part icles or for the medium [1, 2]. 
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Variation of re la t ive  concentration Cs/C ~ with distance along the flow, x(m): 
a) 1) w = 40 m/sec ;  2) 35.0; 3) 32.5; 4) 25.0; 5) 20.0; 6) 15.0 with G k = 1.48 kg /h r ;  

b) 1) w = 35 m/sec ;  2) 25.0; 3) 15.0 with G k = 1.68 kg /h r ;  4) w = 35 m/see ;  5) 25.0; 

6) 15.0 with G k = 0.9 k g / h r  

We shall consider that  the process of  motion as a whole is steady, i . e . ,  that  the flow picture does not vary with 
t ime  and that the veloci t ies  and concentrations are functions only of  the distance along the flow. If the mass flow rate 

of  particles of size d i per unit cross section of the flow is gi '  their  veloci ty  at a given section is v i, and the volume rate 
of gas flow per unit cross section, i . e . ,  the flow veloci ty,  is w0, then, since under steady conditions gi = const at each 
section of the flow, we may  write 

gi  ~ ds vi ~ ci:~0, (1) 

�9 �9 i i0 
where c~ and c I~ are concentrations of the solid phase: the variable concentration c s and the "reference" value c s = gi / 

S 
/w0. Therefore, from 0) ,  we have 

ci s -  wolv  or /c = WolV . s- s (2) 

These relations indica te  that, for each fraction, depending on the loca l  par t ic le  veloci ty ,  different concentrat ion levels,  
other than the reference concentration, are established. 

When the dust is monodisperse, the  same relat ion (2) holds, but should now be written: 

Cs/C~ s = Wo/V. (2') 

For a polydisperse dust, relat ion (2) is app l icab le  to each of  the fractions, and, by analog] ,  for the to ta l  concen-  

txation c s = ~ Cis we may  write 
i 

i 

If, moreover, the size distribution of the particles in the original dust is known and is given by the function f(d), then 

cs= =0co  (3) 

or in integral form 

d~ 

cs = :(d)o 
d, 

(3') 

The specific form of the dependence of c s on the aerodynamic conditions is thus determined by the behavior of the 

characteristic parameter v i. It should be noted that after a long enough time the system (at a sufficient distance along 
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the flow), the solid establishes dynamic equilibrium with the flow, characterized by a constant particle velocity rela-  
tive to the flow. When there is no interaction of the particles with each other and with the tube walls, this velocity rep ~ 

0 resents the l imit ing value of the slip velocity v s. If this value is very small  compared to w 0 , then v i ~ w 0 and c s -~ c s, 
i. e . ,  the concentration in the flow equals the reference concentration. 

In other cases of equilibrium systems the general expression for a single-fraction dust is the even simpler expres- 
sion: 

Cs = C~ w0/(w0 -+ Vs), (3 ") 

where v s may be determined by known methods of calculation [7]. 

It follows from (2") that determining Cs/C ~ reduces to obtaining corresponding solutions for v. These may easily be 

obtained for the idealized case - motion of spherical particles without interaction between each other or with the walls. 
This motion is described by the known equation 

dv i ~ d~ 

dt 4 

d 3 
Alternatively, taking into account that m - -  

6 
dv dv 

sidering that the motion is steady, i . e . ,  = v 
dt dx 

dv 3 1 

v dx 4 

(~o - v~) ~ 
4__ H l g .  (4) 

yp, where ~p is the specific weight of the particle, and con- 

, we obtain 

~. (~v0 - -  vy • g. (49 
d yp 

We make one more transformation, introducing the dimensionless vetocity ~o = v/voo where voo = w0 ~ v s. We then obtain 
the form 

dco 3 1 Y r ~ o  __co g 

dx 4 d yp v~ 

or, setting w0/voo = ~ (generally speaking, ~ is close to unity), we obtain 

d c o _  3 1 Y ~. (s - -  co)" + g 
- -  2 

dx 4 d yp v~ 

The type of solution of Eq. (5) depends on the properties of the quantity 4. 
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Fig. 2. Dependence of relative concentration cs/c ~ on the dimension- 

less quantities X (a) and Xl (b): I) experimental  curve: 1) deq = 200/a, 

G K = 1.48 kg/hr ;  2) 128 t~ and 1.68 kg/hr ;  8) 1.28 and 0.9; II) theory. 

It is desirable to examine two l imit ing cases of motion: a) when the Re number is small  (Re -< 1) and g = A/Re, 

and b) when the Re number is such that g -~ const. There are no ready solutions to the problem of obtaining an expres- 

sion for Cs/C ~ = w0/v = g/w, since this problem has not previously been examined, and also because solutions for ~o are 

not obtained in explicit  form. Generally speaking, specific solutions of this kind are not necessary, since the first task 

is essentially to find the complex that controls the process. It follows from (8) that dimensionless complexes of this kind 
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must have the form: 

when g = A/Re 

when ~ = g* = const 

7 , =  3 _ A  v Y 1 x, (6) 
4 d" y p  v~ 

~ 1  - -  3 1 3' ~,  x. (7) 
4 d ~ p  

Hence these two complexes should be used to analyze  the exper imental  results and their pract ical  usefulness 
judged from the outcome.  

For the conditions of  the above tests we may  put e = 1, and therefore vo~ = w0. 

Taking into account that for small  Re, according to [7], g = 27/Re, we have 

7. --= 20 .2  '~y x/d ~ ~ p r..O o. (8) 

For large Re we take ~* = 0.46, and therefore 

7~1 = 0 .345  y X/ypd. (8 ') 

The results of  corresponding calculat ions of Cs/C ~ for small  and large Re are shown in Fig. 2 (curve I). The value 
of  d was taken as the ar i thmet ic  mean  of the corresponding mesh ce l l  sizes, and x was taken as the distance along the 
flow from the point where the dust was introduced to the center of the working section of the tube (isolated section). The 
different symbols correspond to different test conditions, as described in the caption,  

The graphs indicate  that the best genera l iza t ion of  the test data in terms of the dimensionless quantities Cs/C ~, • 
and )/i is obtained when X is chosen as the  characteris t ic  parameter .  Moreover, i t  appears that  for both variants of the 
calculat ion,  the exper imental  data are not in quanti tat ive agreement  with the theoret ical  curves II for Cs/C ~ (Fig. 2). 
These curves were constructed on the basis of corresponding solutions of  Eq. (5) and subsequent determinat ion of  the form 
of the functions w = f(X) and c0 = f l (Xl)  by a graphical  method.  The graphs show that agreement  between the theoret i -  
ca l ly  derived relat ion for Cs/C ~ and the established complexes can only be obtained by assuming considerably smaller 
values of  g than for the case of flow over an isolated sphere. Thus, although the result obtained does not give quanti ta-  
t ive agreement  between Cs/C ~ and the parameters X and • i t  does make  i t  possible to take one of these parameters,  
namely,  X, as a character is t ic  parameter  of  the motion of  a dust suspension for the nonequilibrium stage of motion of 
the particles,  and to use this parameter  accordingly for ca lcula t ing the concentrations under other conditions, in particu- 
lar under the conditions of the tests [5, 8]. Knowing the value of  Cs/C ~ also allows one to find the corresponding values 

of re la t ive  veioci ty  of part icles in the flow and hence  to evaluate  such important  parameters,  as the diffusion Nusselt 
number, which is necessary for ca lcula t ing transfer processes. 

A suitabIe approximation to the relat ion between Cs/C ~ and X is in this case 

c/c~ s = c o n s t  X-2/3. (9) 

Here the constant should take the value 5.0.  

Finally, we note that  this relat ion,  as well  as the curves of Fig. 2, was obtained purely by experiment ,  and has 
signif icance only within the l imits  of variat ion of  the parameters measured in the above-ment ioned  tests, so that  the 
question of possible extension of  the exper iment  st i l l  remains.  As far as the disagreement between theory and experiment  
is concerned, a probable cause may  be a factor not taken into account in the calculations,  namely,  interact ion of  the 
part icles with one another and with the walls of the tube. Qual i ta t ively ,  this interact ion should lead to a delay in the 
establishment of equil ibrium between the part icles and the gas. This point requires special  investigation. It may  be 
assumed that the interact ion effect  will  f inally be found to depend on the relat ion between the constant c o and the d i am-  

S 
eter of  the chamber.  

NOTATION 

w 0 - flow velocity;  c~ - reference concentrat ion of solids; c s - actual  concentration of solids; d - mean par t ic le  
d iameter  (reduced); gi - flow rate  of part icles per unit cross section; v - par t ic le  velocity;  v s - l imi t ing  value of  slip 
velocity;  y - specific weight of medium;  g - drag coeff ic ient  of part icles in medium; m - par t ic le  mass; 7p - specific 
weight of particles; g - acce le ra t ion  due to gravity; x - distance along flow; w - re la t ive  ve loc i ty  o f  part icle;  u - kine- 

ma t i c  viscosity of medium; • - dimensionless parameter .  
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